Updates and Corrections
We’ve become aware of some updates to the game and
some inaccuracies that slipped though our checking
process. To ensure that you can rely on the information
in the book, we’ll keep a handy list of corrections here.
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Chapter 4
Page 159 The images of “Bright & Clear” and “Sunny” are
swapped. The images below show them correctly.
Bright & Clear

Sunny
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Chapter 2
Page 31 The Interest Rate is now 0.05%. The Maximum interest
return is now capped at 9,999 Bells.
Page 51 Dodo Airlines allows you to send a maximum of two
letters to a friend each day.
Page 56 Clothing items were missing from Gulliver’s
rewards list. See the image here for the full list.

Page 167 Bamboo shoots can be harvested from adult bamboo
trees only once.
Page 186 The wrong icons were used for the bugs that appear
near water. The image here shows the correct icons. Snails can
also appear on shrubs when it rains.

Near Water

List of Gulliver’s exotic souvenirs
dala horse

statue of liberty

kaffiyeh

hula doll

stonehenge

milkmaid hat

katana

tower of pisa

pigtail

lucky cat

Clothing

samurai wig

moai statue

alpinist hat

silk hat

nutcracker

ancient admin. hat

sombrero

pagoda

candy-skull mask

tam-o’-shanter

pyramid

coin headpiece

tubeteika

south pole

elder mask

turban

sphinx

geisha wig

veil

Page 57 If Celeste has already given you the recipe for that
month’s Zodiac furniture, she’ll give you another star related
recipe, some star fragments, zodiac fragments or a wand.
Page 58 Saharah can only give one of each rug type per visit.
Buying multiple small rugs, for instance, will get you multiples
of the same small rug.

Red Dragonfly

Firefly

Darner Dragonfly

Damselfly

Banded Dragonfly
Page 188 The legend for the Insect
Occurrences chart was incorrect.
Each day begins at midnight, as
the image here shows.

LEGEND
A ➜ 11PM-4AM
B ➜ 4AM-8AM
C ➜ 8AM-4PM
D ➜ 4PM-5PM
E ➜ 5PM-7PM
F ➜ 7PM-11PM

(Midnight)
(Early Morning)
(Daytime)
(Early Evening)
(Evening)
(Night)

Pages 194-197 The sell prices listed for fossils are all four times
too high. Divide a value by four to get the correct amount. The
Pachycephalosaurus, Spinosaurus, T. Rex and Triceratops were
listed as having no function, but all animate when you interact
with their skull.

Page 79 You don’t have all day to find the buried item; you’ll actually have to find it within 3 or 6 minutes.

Chapter 7
Pages 276 & 290 The images of track jackets and athletic jackets
are swapped. The images here show these correctly.

Chapter 3
Page 113 Sitting on a toilet can decrease energy without using a
tool.
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track jacket

athletic jacket

Page 117 How to get the Golden Slingshot recipe: After shooting
down a total of 300 balloons with any slingshot, a golden balloon
will appear—shoot it to get the recipe.
Page 126 The amount of Bells a wallet can hold is 99,999. And the
interest for Bells on your account caps out at 9,999.
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Page 304 The orange fairy dress’ image
was misprinted; see image here for
correction.
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